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ABSTRACT

The finescale structure of the tropical cold-point tropopause (CPT) is examined using high-resolution temperature profiles derived from Constellation Observing System for Meteorology, Ionosphere and Climate (COSMIC) global positioning system (GPS) radio occultation measurements for 4 yr from September 2006 to August 2010. The climatology, seasonal cycle, and intraseasonal variability are analyzed for three CPT properties: temperature (T-CPT), pressure (P-CPT), and sharpness (S-CPT). Their relationships with tropospheric and stratospheric processes are also discussed.

The climatological P-CPT is largely homogeneous in the deep tropics, whereas T-CPT and S-CPT exhibit local minima and maxima, respectively, at the equator in the vicinity of deep convection regions. All three CPT properties, however, show coherent seasonal cycle in the tropics; the CPT is colder, higher (lower in pressure), and sharper during boreal winter than during boreal summer. This seasonality is consistent with the seasonal cycle of tropical upwelling, which is largely driven by stratospheric and near-tropopause processes, although the amplitude of the seasonal cycle of T-CPT and S-CPT is modulated by tropospheric circulations. On intraseasonal time scales, P-CPT and T-CPT exhibit homogeneous variability in the deep tropics, whereas S-CPT shows pronounced local variability and seasonality. The wavenumber–frequency spectra reveal that intraseasonal variability of CPT properties is primarily controlled by Kelvin waves, with a nonnegligible contribution by Madden–Julian oscillation convection. The Kelvin waves, which are excited by deep convection but often propagate along the equator freely, explain the homogeneous P-CPT and T-CPT variabilities. On the other hand, the vertically tilted dipole of temperature anomalies, which is associated with convectively coupled equatorial waves, determines the local structure and seasonality of S-CPT variability.

1. Introduction

In the tropics, the thermal boundary between the stratosphere and troposphere is well defined by the coldest level, the so-called cold-point tropopause (CPT). Thermal characteristics of the CPT have been extensively examined as they play a crucial role in stratosphere–troposphere coupling and exchange (Holton et al. 1995). For instance, transport of water vapor from the troposphere to the stratosphere is to a great extent controlled by temperature at the CPT. Because the air that enters the stratosphere through the tropical tropopause undergoes a freeze-drying process near the CPT (Brewer 1949), the amount of water vapor transported into the stratosphere is highly dependent on thermal characteristics of the CPT (Holton et al. 1995; Mote et al. 1996). It is known that small changes in water vapor in the stratosphere can drive significant changes in the climate below by modifying the global radiation budget (Holton et al. 1995; de F. Forster and Shine 1999). Because of this climate effect, the CPT has received much attention in the recent past (Solomon et al. 2010; Gettelman et al. 2010).

The physical properties of the CPT have been examined using observations (Seidel et al. 2001; Zhou et al. 2001a; Randel et al. 2003), reanalysis data (Zhou et al. 2001b; Gettelman et al. 2002b; Fueglistaler et al. 2009), and climate model output (Gettelman and Birner 2007; Gettelman et al. 2009). It is now well known that temperature of the CPT (T-CPT) is at a minimum over the western Pacific (WP; Randel et al. 2000; Seidel et al. 2001; Randel et al. 2003), with secondary minima over the eastern Pacific and western Africa, whereas pressure of the CPT (P-CPT) has a relatively weak longitudinal structure. Both T-CPT and P-CPT undergo a strong seasonal cycle, with a colder T-CPT and lower P-CPT.
during boreal winter than during boreal summer. This seasonality has been related to the seasonal cycle of the stratospheric Brewer–Dobson circulation (Yulaeva et al. 1994) and recently to tropical and extratropical waves acting near the tropical tropopause (Kerr-Munslow and Norton 2006; Norton 2006; Randel et al. 2008). In contrast to the seasonal cycle, intraseasonal variability of CPT properties is known to be associated with convective activity in the tropics (Zhou and Holton 2002; Randel et al. 2003; Randel and Wu 2005). Using reanalysis data, Zhou and Holton (2002) showed the temporal evolution of T-CPT to have a clear correspondence with Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) convection and Kelvin wave activities. From observations, Randel et al. (2003) also showed an example of organized temperature response, in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS), to tropical convection at intraseasonal time scales. The long-term variability and trend of T-CPT have also been examined. Randel et al. (2000) and Zhou et al. (2001b) investigated the interannual variability of T-CPT using radiosonde and reanalysis data and reported its relation with the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) and El Nin˜o–Southern Oscillation (ENSO). Seidel et al. (2001), Zhou et al. (2001a), and Solomon et al. (2010) further showed that T-CPT has cooled during recent decades.

However, it should be noted that, in spite of extensive previous studies, the detailed characteristics of CPT properties still remain ambiguous. This is to a large degree due to the lack of observations in the UTLS. Most of aforementioned studies are in fact based on radiosonde and reanalysis data. These data have either limited spatial coverage or low vertical resolution in the UTLS. Particularly, CPT analyses using reanalysis data assume a fixed pressure level for the CPT (generally 100 hPa), being unable to capture the temperature and pressure variations of the CPT accurately. Zhou et al. (2001a) reported that CPT analysis using reanalysis data could introduce a warm temperature bias of about 2 K, a high pressure bias of about 7 hPa, and a corresponding overestimation of saturation water vapor mixing ratio by about 1.3 ppmv.

More reliable observational analyses have recently been enabled by global positioning system (GPS) radio occultation measurements. The GPS measurements provide very accurate temperature profiles over the globe with relatively high vertical resolution. Using temperature profiles derived from the GPS/Meteorology (GPS/MET) mission, Nishida et al. (2000) and Randel et al. (2003) showed that the accuracy of the temperature profiles from GPS radio occultation measurements is quantitatively similar to that of radiosonde observations in the UTLS region. They also demonstrated that GPS radio occultation measurements are very useful for examining thermal structure and variability of the CPT as later examined in detail by Schmidt et al. (2004) using Challenging Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP) data and Kishore et al. (2006) using CHAMP and Satellite de Aplicaciones Cientificas-C (SAC-C) data.

By extending and updating these studies, here we examine physical properties of the CPT from the newly available GPS observations: the Constellation Observing System for Meteorology, Ionosphere and Climate (COSMIC) GPS radio occultation measurements (Anthes et al. 2008). The COSMIC mission provides a large number of temperature profiles with superior spatial coverage compared to other GPS missions because it utilizes a six-satellite constellation. This feature allows us to examine finescale structure of CPT properties and their high-frequency variabilities. In particular, we examine climatology, seasonal cycle, and intraseasonal variability of three CPT properties (temperature, pressure, and sharpness) as in Son et al. (2011), where lapse rate tropopause properties were analyzed using COSMIC data. The observed characteristics are then discussed in connection with dynamical and thermodynamical processes in the UTLS.

This paper is organized as follows: The data and method used in this study are described in section 2. Section 3 presents the climatology of CPT properties. Sections 4 and 5 investigate the seasonal cycle and intraseasonal variability of the CPT, respectively. A summary and discussion are given in section 6.

2. Data and method

CPT properties are examined using dry temperature profiles1 derived from COSMIC GPS radio occultation measurements. The COSMIC mission provides approximately 1800 temperature profiles per day over the globe with relatively high vertical resolution, of which about 500 profiles are located in the tropics (30°S–30°N). Figure 1 shows the number of temperature profiles per month in the tropics and deep tropics. Although data are available from April 2006, we use 4 yr of data from September 2006 to August 2010, because the number of temperature profiles during the first few months is relatively small. Based on geometric optics, the typical vertical resolution of the GPS radio occultation measurements is about 1 km at the tropopause (Kursinski et al. 1997). However, this resolution can be increased up to 100 m with the use of advanced technique, such as

---

1 CPT properties were examined also using temperature profiles retrieved without a dry-atmosphere assumption (the so-called wet profiles), and no qualitative difference was found in the analysis.
as a wave-optics method (e.g., Jensen et al. 2003; Gorbunov and Lauritsen 2004), which is partly employed in the COSMIC mission. Because the maximum resolution varies in time and space, all temperature profiles are vertically interpolated onto 200-m intervals for simplicity. Each CPT property is computed using this interpolated data and then gridded into $5^\circ \times 5^\circ$ (longitude × latitude) non-overlapping grid boxes. The mean data density is roughly 18 profiles per grid box per month.

To evaluate the CPT properties derived from the COSMIC measurements, we also analyze radiosonde observations archived at the Integrated Global Radiosonde Archive (IGRA; Durre et al. 2006). National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) (Liebmann and Smith 1996) and European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Interim Reanalysis (ERA-Interim; Simmons et al. 2007) data are also used to compliment the information of convection and background flow. Here, ERA-Interim is selected because it assimilates COSMIC data.

Three CPT properties are examined in this study: T-CPT, P-CPT, and CPT sharpness (S-CPT). T-CPT and P-CPT are defined as the coldest temperature and its pressure between 300- and 50-hPa levels. S-CPT is defined as the static stability (measured by the square of buoyancy frequency $N^2$) change across the CPT,

$$S\text{-CPT} = N_1^2 - N_2^2 \quad \text{and} \quad N^2 = \frac{g}{T} \left( \frac{g}{c_p} + \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} \right),$$

where $N_1^2$ and $N_2^2$ denote $N^2$ averaged from the CPT to 1 km above and below, respectively. All other symbols have standard meanings. Although not shown, this definition gives a qualitatively similar result to the sharpness defined as lapse rate change (e.g., Schmidt et al. 2004). In Eq. (1), S-CPT is dominated by $N_1^2$, which is often used to quantify the strength of the tropopause inversion layer (Birner et al. 2002; Grise et al. 2010), because its spatial variability is much larger than that of $N^2$.

3. Annual mean

Figure 2 shows the annual climatology of the three CPT properties and their biases from the radiosonde observations (dots in Figs. 2a,b). The annual-mean CPT properties of the radiosonde observation are computed from monthly-mean values. Out of the total 48 months, the stations that have 40 (or more) monthly-mean values available are used for the comparison, and the monthly-mean values are considered only when the number of CPT observations is equal to or greater than 20 for a month. The bias is defined as the difference between the value from radiosonde observation and the value at the nearest grid point obtained from COSMIC observations. It can be seen that, although some sampling errors are possible, the values derived from COSMIC observations are generally in good agreement with those from radiosonde observations. The temperature bias is less than 2 K in the tropics and less than 0.5 K in the deep tropics, and the pressure bias is around 2 hPa. This confirms that temperature profiles derived from GPS radio occultation measurements are reliable in the UTLS (Anthes et al. 2008; He et al. 2009; Kishore et al. 2009).

It is evident from Fig. 2a that annual-mean T-CPT has a significant longitudinal structure with a distinct minimum over the western Pacific and two secondary minima over South America and western Africa. As discussed in the literature (e.g., Highwood and Hoskins 1998; Seidel et al. 2001; Gettelman et al. 2002b; Randel et al. 2003), this zonal asymmetry is associated with localized deep convection (Fig. 2d) and related UTLS processes. As noted by Son et al. (2011), T-CPT fields, however, do not exactly match with OLR fields. For instance, the T-CPT minimum over the WP is located slightly eastward of the corresponding OLR minimum, whereas the minimum over the South America is located slightly westward of the corresponding OLR minimum. This mismatch is apparent in the seasonal-mean field and, as discussed below, this suggests that T-CPT is not solely controlled by deep convection but that other processes such as convectively driven waves or large-scale tropical circulations would also play a role, as discussed by Highwood and Hoskins (1998) and Seidel et al. (2001).

Annual-mean P-CPT, presented in Fig. 2b, shows a different spatial distribution from T-CPT. First, a weak local maximum is observed over Indonesia, where convection is most active. This local structure is, however, not well related to the T-CPT field. Second, no clear longitudinal structure, except over Indonesia, is found in
the deep tropics. In other words, the localized T-CPT minima over the South America and western Africa (Fig. 2a) are not accompanied by localized minima or maxima of P-CPT. Finally, P-CPT is largely homogeneous in the latitudinal direction over 20°S–20°N. Exceptions are found only over the Tibetan Plateau and the South Pacific. It contrasts to latitudinal distribution of T-CPT, which gradually increases with latitude (Figs. 2a).

Figure 2c presents the spatial distribution of S-CPT. The overall structure of S-CPT is qualitatively similar to that of T-CPT, except for its narrow latitudinal extent and small-scale features. This similarity between S-CPT and T-CPT is not surprising, because S-CPT is a function of temperature lapse rate [cf. Eq. (1)]. Cold T-CPT tends to decrease the temperature lapse rate in the lower stratosphere (thus increasing $N^2$) but increases the lapse

Fig. 2. Annual-mean CPT properties, (a) T-CPT, (b) P-CPT, and (c) S-CPT from COSMIC measurements (contours) and their differences to radiosonde measurements (dots). (d) Annual-mean OLR is also shown. For T-CPT, the 189.5- and 191-K contour lines are shown with the dashed lines.
rate in the upper troposphere (decreasing $N^2$). This can cause an $N^2$ difference across the CPT to increase with decreasing T-CPT.

4. Seasonal mean

a. Spatial (latitude–longitude) structure

Figure 3 shows the spatial distribution of CPT properties during boreal winter [December–February (DJF)] and summer [June–August (JJA)]. Consistent with previous studies, it is evident that the CPT is colder, higher (lower in pressure), and sharper during boreal winter than boreal summer, throughout the tropics [e.g., Nishida et al. 2000; Seidel et al. 2001; Randel et al. 2003; Schmidt et al. 2004; Reid and Gage 1981], for lapse-rate tropopause (LRT)]. The seasonal cycle of S-CPT broadly follows that of T-CPT, with an out-of-phase relationship. It is also consistent with the seasonal cycle of the tropopause inversion layer (e.g., Grise et al. 2010).

The structure of T-CPT in DJF much resembles that of the annual-mean T-CPT (Fig. 3a), indicating that the T-CPT climatology is dominated by boreal winter characteristics. As reported in the literature (Gettelman et al. 2002b; Randel et al. 2003), the minima of T-CPT broadly coincide with deep convection, which are presented by minima of OLR. This coincidence can be explained by either radiative cooling by cirrus clouds over the regions of deep convection (Hartmann et al. 2001) or diabatic cooling through convective detrainment (Sherwood et al. 2003; Kuang and Bretherton 2004). The T-CPT minimum locations, however, do not exactly match those of the deep convection. All three localized minima occur right at the equator, north of OLR minima in DJF (Fig. 3a). The same is also true during JJA (Fig. 3d). Although minimum T-CPT is observed in the Indian monsoon region where convection is most active, no secondary minima in T-CPT are found at the eastern Pacific or western Africa, where OLR shows local minima. This result suggests that the formation and maintenance of T-CPT is not solely controlled by deep convection. The equatorial alignment of T-CPT minima could be explained by a planetary-scale wave response to convective heating. Randel et al. (2003) showed that the vertical structure of the near-CPT temperature anomalies over the WP is qualitatively similar to the transient response of equatorial waves to convection. Because these waves are often trapped at the equator, their response appears along the equator, even though convection occurs slightly off the equator. Gettelman and Birner (2007) also indicated that the large-scale response of equatorial waves to convective heating is more important than the details of convection for the climatological structure of the tropical tropopause.

As depicted in the annual average, P-CPT shows a broadly uniform distribution over the tropics in both seasons, except over the South Pacific in DJF and the Tibetan Plateau in JJA. No clear relationship between P-CPT and OLR is found in either season. Again, this indicates that the CPT is not simply controlled by deep convection. The spatial distribution of S-CPT resembles that of T-CPT in both seasons (Figs. 3c,f). It is also similar to that of the tropopause inversion layer reported in Grise et al. (2010). Interestingly, however, maximum S-CPT during DJF is found over South America, where T-CPT is warmer than the WP. This indicates that S-CPT is more sensitive to the temperature lapse rate in the lower stratosphere or upper troposphere than to temperature itself.

b. Meridional structure

The monthly-mean climatology of zonal-mean CPT properties is presented in Figs. 4a–c along with OLR (Fig. 4d). As already shown in Fig. 3, the CPT shows colder T-CPT, lower P-CPT, and sharper S-CPT during boreal winter than during boreal summer, although amplitudes and latitudinal extents differ among CPT properties. Over the equator, the maximum seasonal differences of T-CPT, P-CPT, and S-CPT are approximately 5 K (~3%), 14 hPa (~15%), and $10^{-4}$ s$^{-2}$ (~20%), respectively. The zonal-mean P-CPT is largely homogeneous over the tropics, except in the Northern Hemisphere subtropics during boreal winter. It contrasts with the other properties, which show noticeable meridional gradient. It is also noteworthy that S-CPT shows secondary maxima on April, and its latitudinal extent and seasonal cycle are limited in the deep tropics, whereas other properties show a significant seasonal cycle in the whole tropics.

It is evident from Fig. 4 that minimum zonal-mean T-CPT and maximum zonal-mean S-CPT are always located over the equator. No latitudinal migration is found in these properties in stark contrast to zonal-mean OLR, which exhibits significant latitudinal displacement with season. More importantly, the seasonal cycle of CPT properties does not match well with tropospheric temperature (see Fig. 6f of Son et al. 2011). These results provide evidence that the seasonal cycle of CPT properties is not controlled by convection, although spatial distribution, especially the seasonal minima of T-CPT, is to some degree affected by deep convection (Highwood and Hoskins 1998; Seidel et al. 2001).

To further examine the relationship between tropical deep convection and CPT properties, monthly-mean climatologies of T-CPT, P-CPT, and OLR are analyzed over the two regions: the western Pacific over 10°S–5°N and 100°E–180° and the Indian summer monsoon region over 5°–20°N and 60°–140°E (Fig. 5). These two regions
are chosen as they are the regions of minimum T-CPT during DJF and JJA (Figs. 3a,d). Although seasonal cycles of OLR in these two regions are almost opposite (Fig. 5c), both T-CPT and P-CPT exhibit essentially the same seasonal cycle. This suggests that the seasonal cycle of CPT properties is likely modulated by largescale processes rather than small-scale local processes. In fact, it is known that seasonality in the tropical lower stratosphere is largely controlled by upwelling driven by wave forcings in the extratropical lower stratosphere (Yulaeva et al. 1994; Holton et al. 1995). The upwelling is stronger during DJF than during JJA, resulting in colder T-CPT in DJF through adiabatic cooling (Seidel et al. 2001; Gettelman et al. 2002a; Fueglistaler et al. 2009).

Figure 6 presents a signature of the upwelling using monthly-mean zonal-mean tropical temperature anomalies. Here anomaly is defined by deviation from the 4-yr mean value. The temperature anomalies show a clear seasonal cycle along with interannual variability as documented in previous studies (e.g., Randel et al. 2003; Schmidt et al. 2004; Fueglistaler et al. 2009). The largest amplitude of temperature anomalies is found just above the CPT, between the CPT and 70 hPa. This feature could be explained by the relatively long radiative relaxation time scale in the region, as shown in Randel et al. (2002). However, it could also be caused by tropical upwelling in the lower stratosphere, which peaks near the tropopause. Fueglistaler et al. (2009) showed that the clear-sky radiative heating rate exhibits a localized maximum in this region during DJF. This suggests that there should be a physical or dynamical cooling to balance this radiative heating. In fact, the vertical structure of temperature anomaly is consistent with that of upwelling (adiabatic cooling) estimated from tracer transport (Mote and Dunkerton 1998; Boehm and Lee 2003). Although detailed dynamical mechanisms of the near-CPT temperature anomaly are beyond the scope of the present study, the temperature anomalies are likely caused not only by the Brewer–Dobson circulation (Yulaeva et al. 1994) but also by the near-CPT upwelling driven by tropospheric eddy momentum fluxes (Boehm and Lee 2003; Kerr-Munslow and Norton 2006; Norton 2006; Randel et al. 2008). Kerr-Munslow and Norton (2006) and Norton (2006) proposed that planetary-scale waves, largely forced by tropical convection, can influence the upwelling near the CPT. Boehm and Lee (2003) and Randel et al. (2008) further suggested that
equatorial upwelling is at least partly affected by horizontal convergence of eddy momentum flux near the tropical tropopause. They particularly showed that eddy momentum flux convergence near the tropical tropopause is stronger in boreal winter than in summer.

c. Zonal structure

It is known that the horizontal distribution and seasonal cycle of T-CPT are not homogeneous in longitude (Highwood and Hoskins 1998; Randel et al. 2003; Fueglistaler et al. 2009). Figure 7 presents the longitudinal structure of T-CPT and P-CPT over the deep tropics and their time evolution. S-CPT is not shown because it is qualitatively similar to T-CPT. It can be seen that T-CPT has distinct warm regions around 120°–140°W and 30°W during boreal winter (see also Fig. 3a). Although interannual variability is not negligible, T-CPT in these two regions is generally warmer than in other regions during boreal winter, resulting in a weak seasonal cycle of T-CPT there (Fig. 7a, bottom). In contrast to T-CPT and as discussed in the previous section, longitudinal dependency is essentially absent in P-CPT (Fig. 7b).
To better understand the difference between T-CPT and P-CPT in longitudinal structure, DJF-mean temperature profiles are compared over the regions of strong (140°E–160°E) and weak (120°E–140°W) seasonalities of T-CPT (Fig. 8a). The temperature profiles show significant difference at the CPT level with almost no difference above ~60 hPa. This suggests that the T-CPT difference between the two regions is not likely originated from the stratosphere. As expected from Fig. 7b, no significant difference is, however, found in P-CPT; P-CPT values in the two regions are indistinguishable from the zonal-mean value. It turns out that the CPT is too sharp to be modified by temperature perturbations in the vicinity. Figure 8b presents the temperature profiles on the tropopause-relative vertical coordinate, where individual temperature profiles are averaged with respect to the CPT as in Birner (2006). The temperature minimum at the CPT is very sharp. As a result, local temperature changes in the UTLS can hardly change the CPT level. This also explains the zonally uniform structure of P-CPT found in Figs. 3b,e. As discussed in Shepherd (2002), a thermal forcing that has a deep vertical structure (e.g., adiabatic cooling due to Brewer–Dobson circulation) can effectively modify P-CPT.

Returning to the longitudinal structure of T-CPT shown in Fig. 7, relatively warm T-CPT over 120°–140°W and 30°W could be attributed to weak convection (shading) there. It is, however, questionable whether these result directly from tropical convection or other related processes. In fact, warm T-CPT over 120°–140°W can be related to the Walker circulation, whose downward branch is located over the mideastern Pacific (Zhou et al. 2001b; Fueglistaler et al. 2009). Figure 9a presents vertical velocity at 100 hPa from ERA-Interim. Although caution is needed here, because vertical velocity of reanalysis is poorly constrained in data assimilation, the upward motion (adiabatic cooling) over the western Pacific and downward motion (adiabatic warming) over the mideastern Pacific match broadly with the relatively cold and warm T-CPT, respectively. This suggests that the longitudinal structure of T-CPT is likely controlled by deep convection and the related large-scale circulation in the tropical troposphere. It is
worth noting that the relatively zonal structure in T-CPT during the boreal winter (DJF) of 2009/2010 could be associated with the 2010 El Niño event, because El Niño can flatten the thermal structure of the CPT by disturbing the Walker circulation.

The above result, however, does not exclude the influence of other possibilities such as circulations driven by tropical or extratropical eddies. Figure 9b presents monthly-mean zonal wind at 100 hPa. During boreal winter, regions of relatively warm T-CPT are very well matched with those of westerly winds. Longitudinal width of the warm T-CPT region is also highly coherent with that of westerlies on seasonal and interannual time scales. Although not shown, a similar relation is also found on intraseasonal time scale, indicating that relatively warm T-CPT over the two regions, the mideastern Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, is strongly correlated with the equatorial westerlies in the UTLS. This result hints at the possible role of tropical or extratropical eddies that deposit westerly momentum in the region. In particular, tropical stationary eddies associated with deep convection are known to deposit westerly momentum in the deep tropics (e.g., Lee 1999; Dima et al. 2005). Although this westerly momentum is balanced by easterly momentum advection resulting from cross-equatorial mean meridional circulation in the zonal-mean perspective (Dima et al. 2005), longitudinal imbalance of momentum can exist because meridional circulation varies with longitude. Regardless of dynamical mechanisms, a local westerly momentum source needs to be balanced by the Coriolis torque of equatorward flow and could induce local downwelling by mass continuity (Haynes et al. 1991). The opposite can also occur (i.e., easterly momentum and upwelling; e.g., Randel et al. 2008). Although the eddy-driven vertical motion and the convectively driven large-scale circulation may not be separable, the coherence between the warm CPT and the westerly wind suggests that tropical or extratropical eddies may play an important role in setting the longitudinal structure of T-CPT. Further study is needed.

5. Intraseasonal variability

Because the intraseasonal variability of T-CPT is directly related with various physical processes in the tropical UTLS, such as the formation of cirrus cloud (Eguchi and Shiotani 2004) and cross-tropopause transport of water vapor (Mote et al. 2000; Eguchi and Shiotani 2004), it has been extensively examined in the recent decade (e.g., Kiladis et al. 2001; Zhou and Holton 2002; Randel et al. 2003; Randel and Wu 2005; Suzuki and Shiotani 2008). Although it is well established that short-term variability of the CPT properties is largely controlled by deep convection and the resulting tropical waves in the UTLS (e.g., Zhou and Holton 2002; Randel and Wu 2005; Son and Lee 2007), current understanding
is mostly based on reanalysis data at a fixed or interpolated level. In this section, the intraseasonal variability of the CPT is revisited with high-resolution observations. The variability is first examined by means of the standard deviation $\sigma$, as in Son et al. (2011). This is computed by subtracting a monthly mean from instantaneous values and then taking standard deviation of the anomalies at a given month. The power spectra and space–time-filtered data are then examined by applying wavenumber–frequency analysis (Wheeler and Kiladis 1999).

### a. Spatiotemporal structure

Figure 10 shows the $\sigma$ of three CPT properties and their seasonal dependencies. Both $\sigma$ of T-CPT ($\sigma_{T\text{-CPT}}$) and P-CPT ($\sigma_{P\text{-CPT}}$) exhibit a relatively uniform pattern in longitude and latitude within 20$^\circ$S–20$^\circ$N. They then sharply increase in the subtropics across the subtropical jet. Somewhat surprisingly, no coherence is observed between $\sigma_{T\text{-CPT}}$ (and also $\sigma_{P\text{-CPT}}$) and deep convection even in DJF; $\sigma_{T\text{-CPT}}$ and $\sigma_{P\text{-CPT}}$ are not spatially correlated with $\sigma_{\text{OLR}}$. Furthermore, no pronounced seasonal dependence is found in the spatial structure and magnitude of $\sigma_{T\text{-CPT}}$ and $\sigma_{P\text{-CPT}}$, as shown in Figs. 10 and 11. These are in stark contrast with climatological CPT properties, which show significant spatial structure and seasonality (Figs. 3, 4), suggesting that the driving mechanisms of the intraseasonal variability of the CPT is different from that of climatology. It is worthwhile to note that, although qualitatively similar results are also found in the LRT (Schmidt et al. 2005; Son et al. 2011), $\sigma_{P\text{-CPT}}$ is somewhat weaker than $\sigma_{P\text{-LRT}}$, and more importantly $\sigma_{P\text{-CPT}}$ does not show localized maximum over the Tibetan Plateau in boreal summer in contrast to $\sigma_{P\text{-LRT}}$ (see Figs. 7, 9 of Son et al. 2011). This indicates that the CPT is generally well defined.

It is evident from Figs. 10c,f that the $\sigma_{S\text{-CPT}}$ has a different spatial distribution from $\sigma_{T\text{-CPT}}$, unlike their climatologies. Especially during boreal winter $\sigma_{S\text{-CPT}}$ shows three local maxima along the equator, where $\sigma_{T\text{-CPT}}$ and $\sigma_{P\text{-CPT}}$ are at a minimum. In addition, $\sigma_{S\text{-CPT}}$ shows a nonnegligible seasonal cycle in the deep tropics: it
is stronger during boreal winter than during the summer (see also Fig. 11c). This spatial pattern and seasonal dependency of $s_{S-CPT}$ resemble those of climatological S-CPT (cf. Figs. 3, 10; also cf. Figs. 4c, 11c), suggesting that the short-term variability and long-term mean of S-CPT may be controlled by the same physical process(es).

The above findings, especially minimum $s_{T-CPT}$ and $s_{P-CPT}$ but maximum $s_{S-CPT}$ in the deep tropics, might be puzzling. The former, however, can be understood by the fact that top of tropical convection is typically lower than the CPT level (Gettelman et al. 2002b). The latter can be explained by the fact that S-CPT is not only a function of temperature but also a function of the temperature lapse rate. Although not shown here, $s_{S-CPT}$ is to a large degree determined by the short-term fluctuation of the temperature lapse rate above the CPT. As discussed below, lapse rate fluctuation is highly associated with convectively driven equatorial waves, which propagate in the zonal and vertical directions. For instance, vertically tilted equatorial Kelvin waves (e.g., Fig. 6 of Wheeler et al. 2000) can significantly modify the temperature lapse rate in the UTLS. We note here that, although the magnitude of $s_{T-CPT}$ is generally small and homogeneous over 20°S–20°N, it is slightly larger at the equator than off the equator near 10°N and 10°S (Figs. 10a,d). This weak equatorial maximum is found in most seasons (Fig. 11a) and is also likely associated with the equatorially trapped waves.

The weak relationship between $s_{T-CPT}$ and $s_{OLR}$ (shown in Figs. 10, 11), however, should not be interpreted as a lack of convective influence on the CPT. Figure 12 shows a Hovmöller diagram of the 3-day running mean T-CPT and OLR averaged over 10°S–10°N. Here, the 3-day running mean is applied to increase sample size and to reduce high-frequency noise. Only one year, from July 2007 to June 2008, is presented as an example. It can be seen that, although T-CPT fluctuates almost randomly in time, an organized eastward propagation is evident in the western Pacific during boreal winter; relatively cold T-CPT propagates slowly from 70°E to the date line from December 2007 to January 2008. This organized propagation is highly collocated with OLR anomaly, which represents MJO convection during the time. This result suggests that the intraseasonal variability of T-CPT is at least locally associated with deep convection, as shown in Zhou and Holton (2002) from reanalysis data.

b. Wavenumber–frequency spectrum

To examine more detailed variability of the CPT, a power spectrum analysis is performed for CPT properties and OLR as in Wheeler and Kiladis (1999). The latitudinal integration over 10°S–10°N (only symmetric part) and 3-day running mean are first applied as in Fig. 12. Anomalies are then defined by removing the first 12 harmonics from the 4-yr time series at each longitudinal
grid point; the 12th harmonic component has a period of $\sim 122$ days. By doing this, we remove seasonal cycle and interannual variability and isolate only short-term variability. These anomalies are subject to the spectral analysis. For the spectral analysis, a 96-day time window with 60-day overlapping is used, and with this 38 samples are obtained during the analysis period. The results are shown for T-CPT and OLR in Fig. 13. P-CPT and S-CPT spectra are not shown because they are qualitatively similar to T-CPT.

Figure 13 shows that intraseasonal variability of the CPT is largely due to equatorial Kelvin waves and MJO convection. Although overall power spectrum of T-CPT is qualitatively similar to that of OLR, it is important to note that they do not exactly match in both high-frequency (4–30 days) and low-frequency (30–96 days) bands. In the high frequency, the maximum power of T-CPT anomalies is found at the Kelvin wave band at an equivalent depth of 50–240 m, whereas that of the OLR anomalies is found at an equivalent depth of $\sim 50$ m. In other words, the Kelvin wave components of the T-CPT anomalies propagate faster and are not fully coupled with convection. Those fast-moving anomalies are likely associated with free (internal) Kelvin waves. Although free Kelvin waves might initially be excited by deep convection, they typically travel faster than convectively coupled ones (Zhou and Holton 2002). In the low frequency, a maximum power of T-CPT appears in response to the MJO convection. However, it is found at zonal wavenumber ($k$) three, which is larger than that of OLR (the maximum power of OLR spectrum is found at $k = 1$). This result does not indicate weak (or no) coupling between T-CPT and OLR. The coherence between the T-CPT and OLR spectra (Fig. 13c) shows that strong coherences exist at $k = 1$ of the MJO band and at $k = 2$ of the Kelvin wave band. The difference in zonal wavenumber results from the fact that T-CPT anomalies have a longer memory than OLR anomalies. As shown in MJO-filtered anomalies (Fig. 14a), the T-CPT anomaly...
associated with a given MJO event lasts longer than the corresponding OLR anomaly and propagates to the eastern Pacific, whereas the OLR anomaly dissipates near the date line. This anomaly and the new T-CPT anomaly excited by a new MJO event generate a larger wavenumber.

The temporal evolution of T-CPT and OLR is further analyzed by applying Kelvin wave and MJO filters. Figure 14 presents the MJO and Kelvin wave components of Fig. 12. The MJO component is obtained by taking the variability at $k = 1–5$ and periods of 30–96 days, and the Kelvin wave component is obtained by taking anomalies at $k = 1–9$, periods of 4–30 days, and equivalent depths of 8–240 m. These filters are essentially identical to those used in Wheeler and Kiladis (1999), except a small difference in wavenumber and equivalent depth. The MJO-filtered T-CPT anomalies are highly coherent with OLR anomalies (Fig. 14a). As documented in Zhou and Holton (2002), the cold T-CPT anomaly is generally located on the east side of the minimum OLR anomaly, leading a quarter of the wavelength, $\sim30^\circ$ in longitude (see also Fig. 15a). This phase shift results from the fact that the temperature perturbation driven by MJO convection tilts eastward with height, as shown in Fig. 16a. Because the top of the convection [$\sim(150–200) \text{ hPa}$] is generally below the CPT [$\sim(90–100) \text{ hPa}$], the temperature anomaly associated with MJO convection appears on the east side of the convection center, at the CPT level.

The relationship between the MJO convection and T-CPT anomalies is summarized in Fig. 15a with a composite map. It is obtained by averaging MJO-filtered T-CPT anomalies for 18 MJO cases during extended winter, October–March (ONDJFM), when MJO convection is active (Fig. 14a, right). These anomalies are selected when MJO-filtered OLR anomalies are minimum at 110$^\circ$E, where they show maximum temporal variability (see Fig. 14b, bottom). The T-CPT anomalies near the OLR anomaly are very robust and propagate eastward along with eastward movement of MJO convection. Although not shown, similar coupling between T-CPT and OLR anomalies is also found in boreal summer.

Figure 14b presents the Kelvin wave–filtered T-CPT and OLR anomalies. Unlike the MJO-filtered anomalies, no geographical preference is observed for Kelvin wave activities, although a weak maximum is found at 50$^\circ$E (see the bottom panel). Also, no seasonal dependency is found (see the right panel). Figure 15b further shows a composite map of T-CPT anomalies for 91 convection events during ONDJFM. A reference longitude is set to 30$^\circ$E, where Kelvin wave–filtered OLR anomalies show maximum temporal variability. It is found that the convectively coupled T-CPT anomalies
appear only near the OLR anomaly. From Fig. 14b, it is also found that, although not statistically significant, eastward-propagating T-CPT anomalies are present almost everywhere, even without OLR anomalies. In fact, the coupling itself is not strong. The maximum lag-correlation coefficient between the T-CPT and OLR anomalies is only ~0.5, which is much smaller than the one in the MJO band (~0.9). This provides evidence that
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**Fig. 14.** As in Fig. 12, but for (a) MJO and (b) Kelvin wave bands. Contour intervals are 0.5 K for the MJO band and 0.75 K for the Kelvin wave band.

![Diagram showing composite T-CPT anomalies](image2)

**Fig. 15.** Composite of T-CPT anomalies averaged over 10°S–10°N for (a) MJO and (b) Kelvin wave bands during extended boreal winter (ONDJFM). Contour intervals are 0.2 and 0.1 K, respectively. The 99% confidence levels are approximately ±0.4 and ±0.2 K, respectively. Shadings denote composites OLR anomaly for each band. Only OLR anomalies ≤ −4 and −2 W m⁻² (approximately 99% confidence level) are shaded for MJO and Kelvin wave bands, respectively. Reference longitudes of OLR anomalies (110°E for the MJO component and 30°E for Kelvin wave component) are indicated with vertical lines.
the Kelvin wave components of T-CPT anomalies are not fully coupled with deep convection. It also explains why \( \sigma_{T-CPT} \) (Figs. 10a,d) shows only weak zonal structure.

The different characteristics of \( \sigma_{S-CPT} \), which are discussed above, are likely associated with the vertical structure of equatorial waves. Figure 16 presents composite temperature anomalies in the deep tropics as a function of longitude and pressure. The anomalies are obtained as in Fig. 15 and only lags of 0, 7, and 14 days are shown. An eastward vertical tilting is evident in both MJO and the Kelvin wave–filtered anomaly as in Wheeler et al. (2000) and Randel et al. (2003). The associated dipole temperature anomalies near the CPT, warm in the lower stratosphere and cold in the upper troposphere, can effectively modify the temperature lapse rate in the UTLS. This results in significant fluctuations of S-CPT at the equator, especially over the active convective regions.

6. Summary and discussion

Finescale structure of the cold-point tropopause (CPT) and its variability is examined in this study using COSMIC GPS radio occultation measurements, which provide accurate temperature profiles in the UTLS with relatively high vertical and medium horizontal (~500 km) resolutions. Overall results are in good agreement with previous studies, which are mostly based on radiosonde observations, reanalysis, and relatively coarse-resolution GPS radio occultation data (e.g., Randel et al. 2000; Nishida et al. 2000; Seidel et al. 2001; Gettelman et al. 2002b; Zhou and Holton 2002; Randel et al. 2003; Schmidt et al. 2004; Randel and Wu 2005; Kishore et al. 2006; Fueglistaler et al. 2009). More quantitative and comprehensive results are, however, presented in this study for three CPT properties: CPT temperature (T-CPT), pressure (P-CPT), and sharpness (S-CPT). In particular, intraseasonal variability of each CPT property, which has not been well documented using high-resolution observations, sheds a new light on CPT understanding.

The annual-mean T-CPT shows a significant longitudinal structure with pronounced minima on the equatorial western Pacific, South America, and western Africa. These minima broadly coincide with the regions of active convection; however, a slight but significant mismatch is found between the two. This mismatch indicates that T-CPT is not directly formed and maintained by tropical deep convection (Highwood and Hoskins 1998; Seidel et al. 2001). The spatial structure of the annual-mean P-CPT, which has been sparsely reported using multyear high-resolution observations, shows an almost homogeneous pattern in the tropics, except over the Tibetan Plateau and South Pacific. This feature is somewhat different from the lapse rate tropopause pressure, which exhibits weak but nonnegligible zonal structure in the deep tropics (see Fig. 5a of Son et al. 2011). It turns out that the CPT is so sharp that the level (height) of the CPT is barely modified by local processes such as deep
convection and zonally asymmetric tropospheric circulation in seasonal or interannual time scales. The homogeneity of P-CPT justifies CPT analysis at fixed or interpolated level, which has been often conducted with reanalysis and numerical model data (e.g., Zhou et al. 2001b; Gettelman et al. 2010): it does not introduce a significant bias in spatial pattern. However, caution is still needed in the analysis because fixed-level analysis does tend to smooth CPT variability. S-CPT, which is defined by static stability change across the CPT, is dominated by static stability (more specifically temperature lapse rate) right above the CPT and shows a very similar annual-mean structure to T-CPT, although the latitudinal extent of S-CPT is narrow and confined within the deep tropics.

It is further found that spatial structure of the annual-mean CPT properties is largely due to the boreal winter CPT, which is colder, higher (lower in pressure), and sharper than the summer CPT. This seasonality is caused by a temperature anomaly near the CPT [−(70–90) hPa], which undergoes strong seasonal cycle likely caused by both Brewer–Dobson circulation and local wave forcing. In addition, a nonzonality is present in the seasonal cycle of T-CPT. The amplitude of the seasonal cycle is strong in the western Pacific and noticeably weak in the mideastern Pacific and in the Atlantic. These are attributed to large-scale zonal circulations in the tropics, such as the Walker circulation (Zhou et al. 2001b; Fueglistaler et al. 2009); however, strong coincidence between warm T-CPT and 100-hPa westerly wind during boreal winter suggests a possible contribution by tropical or extratropical eddies in maintaining regional CPT properties.

Intraseasonal variabilities of T-CPT and P-CPT, which are defined by monthly standard deviation, are relatively weak in the tropics where short-term variability of deep convection is maximal. In addition, they are largely homogeneous in the zonal direction, with no distinct local maxima. These results, however, do not indicate no effect of deep convection on intraseasonal variability of CPT properties. In fact, intraseasonal variability of equatorial CPT properties is largely caused by Kelvin waves and MJO convection. T-CPT anomalies with a slightly faster phase speed compared to those of OLR suggest that T-CPT anomalies are strongly modulated by free (or internal) Kelvin waves. The T-CPT anomalies at the MJO band have a relatively smaller zonal scale (maximum power at wavenumber 3) compared to OLR anomalies (maximum power at wavenumber 1) because of their longer persistence. In contrast to T-CPT and P-CPT, intraseasonal variability of S-CPT shows a significant longitudinal structure and seasonality. This difference can be explained by convectively coupled waves, especially equatorial waves that propagate along the equator with convection: their vertically tilted temperature anomaly effectively changes the temperature lapse rate around the CPT.

In this study, interannual variability and long-term trend are not analyzed because the analysis period is only 4 yr. The interannual variability of the CPT is known to be related to the QBO (e.g., Zhou et al. 2001a; Randel et al. 2003; Schmidt et al. 2004) and ENSO (e.g., Zhou et al. 2001a; Randel et al. 2000, for LRT). In fact, QBO events are noticeable in Fig. 6 (stronger warm anomaly found in 2008 and 2010, spring to summer), and the 2010 El Niño event could be related to the relatively zonal structure of T-CPT found in Fig. 7a. Because T-CPT is closely related to the amount of stratospheric water vapor on interannual to decadal time scales (e.g., Randel et al. 2004; Fueglistaler and Haynes 2005), long-term variability and trend of T-CPT could be important in understanding stratospheric water vapor and related UTLS processes. We expect further operation of GPS radio occultation systems will provide useful information for understanding and addressing these issues.
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